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By Loris Lesynski

Annick Press Ltd, Canada, 2007. Hardback. Condition: New. Michael Martchenko (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. What would happen if your shoes shook you? If they pulled
you to the park and they zoomed you to the zoo? Find out in this unconventionally active
celebration of feet in motion by a much loved children s poet. Loris Lesynski definitely knows how to
get kids clapping their hands and stomping their feet. In Shoe Shakes, a collection of 10 poems, she
set her sights on preschoolers who get a kick out of wacky sounds and off-the-wall ideas. Rhythm
lovers will hit the ground running with the join-in beat of The Boot Boot Bounce. Kids will giggle at
the thought of Snowshoes that are shoes made from snow, and will pause to ponder Feet Thoughts.
. Complete with uproarious illustrations by Michael Martchenko and surprises on every page, Shoe
Shakes is a guaranteed to set toes a-tappin and funny bones a-laugin .
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ReviewsReviews

A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n-- Ca de Nola n

It becomes an remarkable publication that I have possibly go through. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just
delighted to inform you that this is basically the best ebook we have study inside my individual existence and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DV M-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DV M
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